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ABOUT 

Second in a series of unique bilingual alphabet books, ¡Todos a Celebrar! A Hispanic Customs &
Traditions Alphabet Book presents a joyful celebration of Hispanic customs and traditions widely
known in Latin America and the United States.
 
This educational and visual picture book provides a thought-provoking peek into the rich and
diverse Hispanic culture. Children happily present most of the customs and traditions that are
so deeply rooted in the Hispanic way of life. It also includes a picture glossary of cultural
objects as well as a map of Spanish-speaking countries with their respective flags.

BOOK DETAILS
¡Todos a Celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet Book

Genre: Children's Non-fiction, Bilingual, Multicultural, Spanish

Pages: 40

Publisher: Del Alma Publications, LLC, delalmapublications.com 

Publication Date: 01/25/2019

ISBN: 978-0-9822422-4-7 (hardcover) 

           978-0-09822422-5-4 (softcover) 

Ages: 5 thru 9

COMPARABLE TITLES
¡Todos a comer! A Mexican Food Alphabet Book - Dr. Ma. Alma González Pérez

ABeCedarios: Mexican Folk Art ABCs in English and Spanish - Cynthia Weill

Gathering the Sun, An Alphabet in Spanish and English - Alma flor Ada

P is for Piñata, A Mexico Alphabet - Tony Johnston

F is for Fiesta - Susan Middleton Elya

¡TODOS A CELEBRAR!
A HISPANIC CUSTOMS & TRADITIONS ALPHABET BOOK

Presenting a joyous celebration of Hispanic culture!

TARGET AUDIENCE
Parents raising bilingual children

Educators in bilingual / dual language programs

Anyone wanting to learn more about the Hispanic culture



BOOK REVIEWS & PRAISE
"In this work, Pérez (An Angel From Above, 2018, etc.) takes young readers on a journey through the alphabet illustrated with photographs of

children, often in traditional Mexican dress. They demonstrate the concepts presented on each page, from “abrazo” (an embrace) to “Zócalo,” the

central plaza in Mexico City. Each caption appears in both English and Spanish, and the translations are fluent and skillfully written in both

languages. The captions conclude with related questions for readers (“Have you played in a soccer game?” “What other words begin with ‘W’ in

Spanish?”) that are intended to generate further discussion. The traditions represented in the text are primarily Christian—for instance, “la

bendición” (blessing) and “la iglesia” (church)—but on the whole, the cultural generalizations are accurate and appropriate (“Hispanic culture is

very rich in the use of sayings or dichos for every occasion”). The photos (from various sources) deftly illustrate the concepts, and the children

dressed up for “jarabe tapatío,” a traditional Mexican dance, and for a “tamalada,” a tamale-making gathering, are particularly charming. The

bilingual aspect makes the work a helpful language teaching tool, and the information is presented at an appropriate level for young children.

Pérez has done an excellent job of providing a variety of concepts and a visually appealing design." - Kirkus Review

"Engaging and educational, and geared for children ages 5 to 9, the book aims to teach children the letters of the alphabet while also offering
culturally relevant words that promote language and culture. With colorful photographs depicting cultural activities or events, ¡Todos a celebrar! is a
beautiful book with words that explain a Latino costume, action or place in an easy and friendly way. I suggest reading the book out-loud and in
both languages. Take advantage of the questions posed after each word description. It would make for a fun family-nite experience. One that can
be repeated often." - Maritere Rodriguez Bellas, Book Blogger

 

“¡Me encantó el libro! Definitivamente es un libro culturalmente relevante a muchas culturas y que utilizaría como una excelente herramienta
educativa para promover la lectoescritura. Gracias por su literatura infantil y su dedicación a la educación de nuestros alumnos.”   – Norma McKee,
Bilingual/ESL Coordinator, Rio Grande City CISD, Rio Grande City, TX

“In ¡TODOS A CELEBRAR!, colorful photographs and culturally relevant information enveloping Latino culture, celebrations, and life are well
represented. Sure to enrich the curiosity and academic focus for the young learner.”   – José Chavez, retired bilingual educator, MA ESL, and
award-winning author of Estrellitas y Nopales, Little Stars and Cactus

"Educational and picturesque, Todos a Celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet Book teaches by example and includes a picture

glossary of cultural objects and an Hispanic countries map for extension of learning. Exceptionally well organized and profusely illustrated, “Todos

a Celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet Book” is unreservedly recommended for family, elementary school, and community library

English/Spanish bilingual collections." - Midwest Book Review

"This book is enjoyable to readers from all countries as it is a good learning experience; both in terms of learning the alphabet and more about the

Hispanic culture, traditions, and customs. The idea of combining learning the alphabet along with introducing readers to the Hispanic culture and

traditions has been done tastefully and deftly. The photographs make the concept clear. The book is informative and makes learning fun and

interactive. It is a good book for classrooms and parents can have it in their personal collection at home to make learning the alphabet easy and

interesting. Books like this are good not only when it comes to learning but also when it comes to gathering information about the traditions,

culture, and customs of other countries in an exciting way. The book is not only for Hispanic children, but children from other countries will also

find it enjoyable." - Reader's Favorite Book Review



NEWS RELEASE 

Zapata, TX: January 15, 2019: Local award-winning author and poet Dr. María Alma González Pérez
launched  her latest bilingual children’s book ¡Todos a celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet
Book this past Saturday, January 12th, at the meeting of the Nuevo Santander Genealogical Society
hosted by the Zapata County Museum of History. 
  
Second in her popular alphabet book series, Dr. Pérez presents a joyful celebration of Hispanic customs
and traditions in Latin America and the United States with her latest book release. This educational and
visually stunning picture book provides a thought-provoking glimpse into the rich and diverse Hispanic
culture. It teaches by example with children portraying most of the customs and traditions that are so
deeply rooted in the Hispanic way of life.     

A is for Abrazo…
Bilingual Children’s Alphabet Book Celebrates Hispanic Culture

DR. MARIA ALMA GONZALEZ PEREZ is an award-winning author and biliteracy expert. She enjoys writing bilingual
children’s books, Spanish poetry and local history, as well as presenting her work to children in schools across the
country. She is a lifelong resident of the Texas Rio Grande Valley border area and is a proud mother of three daughters.

“Children are losing so much of their culture because of the English-
only curriculum they are exposed to in this country. Instead, these
children need to be made proud of their language, their culture and
their identity.” Dr. Pérez points out.
 
Dedicated to the Hispanic children of the US with the great desire
that they will continue to love and to cherish their culture and pass it
on to their children, this book’s message is very important. It is the
perfect addition to a bilingual household and/or dual- language
classroom.

As part of her presentation, Dr. Pérez had some of the local area kids
who participated in the project come up and be recognized in their
respective pages. Concluding the event, the children and Dr. Pérez
took some group pictures at the Johnny Rathmell Plaza and kiosko
where the book’s cover photo was taken.
 

¡Todos a celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet Book is an

educational book that includes a letter description followed by a

question that facilitates further discussion and comprehension. It may

also be used as a reference source for special teaching units on

Hispanic culture as well as for holidays like national Hispanic Heritage

month, Día de los Niños, and Cinco de Mayo celebrations.

 

¡Todos a celebrar! A Hispanic Customs & Traditions Alphabet Book is available online at
delalmapublications.com, and Amazon.com, or by calling 956-278-0760. 

"Meeting the Biliteracy Challenges of the Hispanic Learner"
# # #



BOOK EXCERPT
PREFACE

Hispanic customs and traditions have transcended borders, especially in the United States where Hispanics

have become the largest minority. It is, therefore, critically important that children of all nationalities learn

more about these customs and traditions that are so deeply rooted in the Hispanic way of life. 

 

It is also very important that Hispanic children, in particular, read more about their culture for a better

understanding of the many contributions of their ancestors to the American way of life. In so doing, they

will, thus, gain greater appreciation of their culture, their people, and their history.



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

AUTHOR

POET

SPEAKER

EDUCATOR

Dr. María (Ma.) Alma González Pérez has devoted her life to education and biliteracy. She
has advocated for bilingual and dual language education and the use of culturally relevant
literature in the classroom throughout her academic career. 
 
Dr. Pérez's children's and juvenile books of poetry, narrative, folklore, and non-fiction have
been well-received and have won several prestigious awards including; International
Latino Book Award (¡Todos a comer!, Cantos del Alma y del Corazón),  ANLE Campoy-
Ada Award (Hello Zapata! ¡Hola!), and the Purple Dragonfly Award (An Angel from
Above / Un angel desde arriba). 
 
Dr. Pérez has over 40 years of experience in the field of education and is a former director
for the University of Texas – Pan American - Starr County Campus. Her doctorate is in
bilingual education from Texas A&M University-Kingsville. Her ongoing research is on
academic achievement of Hispanic students, and on the Spanish influence in the United
States. She has presented at numerous education conferences throughout the US.
 
Born and raised in Ramireño, Texas, a small rural community along the Texas-Mexico border,
Dr. Pérez has lived in a truly bilingual, bicultural world.  She firmly believes that it is very
important for Hispanic children to read more about their culture. She dedicates her books to
them with the great desire that they continue to embrace and cherish their culture.

DR. MA. ALMA G. PEREZ

FOR MORE INFORMATION, INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES, AND TO
OBTAIN A REVIEW COPY:

VISIT: www.dralmagperez.com
EMAIL: service@delalmapublications.com
CALL: 956-278-0760



ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR

BILINGUAL PICTURE BOOKS

POETRY NON-FICTION - HISTORICAL

© 2018 - FICTION
ISBN: 978-09822422-3-0

2018 Purple Dragonfly Book Awards –
Honorable Mention – Spiritual / Religious
category

© 2008 - NON-FICTION
OUT OF PRINT

© 2015 - FICTION
ISBN: 978-09822422-0-9
• 2017 International Latino
Book Award – Book Design,
Best Use of Photos,
Honorable Mention

© 2017 - NON-FICTION
ISBN: 978-09822422-2-3 (softcover)
ISBN: 978-09822422-6-1 (hardcover)

2017 International Latino Book Award –  
 Best Latino Focused Children’s Picture Book
2017 Purple Dragonfly Award –          
 Cultural Diversity, 2nd Place
Summer Reading List - Latinas for Latino Lit
50 Authentic Picture Books in Spanish for
Kids List - Spanish Mama

© 2016 - NON-FICTION
ISBN: 978-09822422-1-6

2018 Premio Campoy-Ada de Literatura
Infantil y Juvenil –  INFORMATIVOS:
LIBROS INICIALES / NON-FICTION
INITIAL BOOKS



SPEAKER TOPICS
DR. MA. ALMA G. PEREZ
Dr. Pérez truly enjoys sharing her knowledge

attained over a lifetime of teaching. She is

available for professional speaking engagements

giving your audience information and insight they

can use on educational and literacy topics of

everyday importance and interest including:

WRITING
Creative Writing

Writing Creatively in the ESL classroom

Creating Alphabet Books

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Benefits of Bilingualism

Biliteracy

Biculturalism

CULTURE
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Multicultural Education

Spanish Influence in the US

POETRY
Poetry Interpretation

Poetry Recitation

The Art of Writing Poetry

SCHOOL VISITS
All Grade Levels



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

 

What was the inspiration behind these series of

alphabet books?

What is the objective of these alphabet books?

What was the most challenging part of writing

these alphabet books?

Why is this topic important to you, personally?

How will reading your alphabet books change the

minds/hearts/lives of readers?

What experiences/research/expertise led you to

write these alphabet books?

What other books have inspired you?

What can readers hope to learn (key takeaways)

from these alphabet books?

If you could tell your younger writing self anything,

what would it be?

What was an early experience where you learned

that language had power?

Do you view writing as a kind of spiritual practice?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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